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In set theory, the foundation axiom (or regularity)(F) says that the re-
lation ∈ is well-founded, that is, there is no infinite descending ∈-sequence
:

· · · ∈ x2 ∈ x1 ∈ x0.

If we identify ∈ in a set with ← in a graph, the set is identified with a
graph. The set 1 is 1 = {φ}, that is, φ ∈ 1. It corresponds to a graph x1 ← x0

with nodes x0, x1. In terms of graphs and nodes, the well-foundedness is that
there is no

x0 → x1 → x2 → · · · .

Denote by ZFC− the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with choice, which does
not satisfy (F). Usually we write (AF) to indicate an anti-foundation axiom,
any statement refusing (F).

In 1988, Aczel([A]) introdeced non-well-founded ZFC−+(AF) set theory,
and studied various kinds of anti-foundation axioms and hence the associ-
ated non-well-founded set theories, which include Aczel set theory, Scott set
theory, Finsler set theory and Boffa set theory.

In fact we know that Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is a subclass of Aczel set
theory, Aczel set theory is a subclass of Scott set theory and Scott set theory
is a subclass of Finsler set theory. In 1962, Richard Peddicord([P]) computed
the number of Zermelo-Fraenkel sets of finite nodes. In 1990, Booth([Boo])
counted Finsler sets of node one, two and three, while pointing out that it is
difficult to construct an algorithm to classify Finsler sets. In 1998, Milito and
Zhang([M-Z]) proposed an algorithm to classify Aczel sets, and commented
that Booth’s list is wrong in the case of node three. In this paper, we not
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only complete the nodes list, also give an algorithm of a classification of Scott
sets, and hence obtain the number of Scott sets of node one, two and three.
As a direct consequence we show that Scott sets and Finsler sets coincide
with each other in the case of node one and two, and that only two Finsler
sets are not Scott sets in the case of node three. Generally speaking, it is very
interesting to construct Finsler sets that are not Scott sets. Dougherty found
the first example of finite nodes Finsler sets with nine nodes and 26 edges
that is not a Scott set([A],55page). Later, Moss constructs a simple example
with only three nodes and five edges([A],54page). See also [A] 55page where
Johnson’s example is given. We construct examples of Finsler sets of any
number of nodes that are not Scott sets. In particuler, we obtain a new
example with four nodes and eight edges.

In Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, there is no infinite descending ∈-sequence
by the axiom of regularity. However this is not true for Aczel set theory.
In fact in this paper, we construct many examples of infinite descending
∈-sequences in Aczel set theory and show that there exist always infinite
descending ∈-sequences in Aczel set theory. Moreover, our examples are
with any ordinal lengths, and both circular and non-circular type appear.
In a sense, this is quite amasing as Tzouvaras([T]) shows that there are no
infinite descending ∈-sequences with length On in Aczel set theory.

Unlike the previous set theoris, in Boffa set theory, sets are not identified
with graphs, despite that each set is associated with a graph. For these sets
Ballard and Hrbacek([B-H]) develop a nonstandard analysis in the class of
the so-called urelements ([B-H]) which satisfies an extension principle. In this
paper we generalize their work to a larger class of sets, which we call ”linear”
and denote it by gx, furthermore we introduce an equivalence relation ∼ in
a class of linear sets. In particular, we show the following :

EXTENSION PRINCIPLE : Let U be a universe and κ an infinite
cardinal number. Then there exists a κ-saturated universe W and an ele-
mentary embedding F : U → W .

Moreover, if gx is a linear set equation of circular type and (Agx/∼) −
(Agx ∩ U/∼) is a proper class, then one can assume that F (x) is equal to x
for all x ∈ Agx ∩ U , and Agx −W is a proper class.
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